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Abstract

This paper presents an efficient activity recognition and fall detection system (ARFDNet). Here,

the raw RGB videos are passed to a pose estimation network to extract skeleton features of the

user. These skeleton coordinates are then pre-processed and inputted in a sliding window fashion to

specially designed convolutional neural networks (CNNs) followed by gated recurrent units (GRUs),

to learn the spatiotemporal dynamics present in the data. The output of the GRUs is then passed

to fully connected layers for the classifications. The proposed model is tested on two databases,

namely, ADLF (activities of daily living and fall) and UP-Fall detection dataset. ADLF dataset

is an in-house dataset collected from 12 participants with a single web camera. It consists of 119

videos (740,375 frames), recorded for a total duration of 29,077 seconds. UP-Fall detection dataset

is a publicly available large-scale dataset for ADL (activities of daily living) monitoring and fall

detection. In the current research, we consider only the vision-based UP-Fall detection dataset,

which utilizes 2 cameras for recording 6 ADLs and 5 types of falls with the help of 17 individuals.

It comprises 277 GB of vision data with a total number of 589,418 images. Result reveals that the

proposed system demonstrated – (a) an accuracy of 89.05% and 89.64% before and after polling,

respectively, on the ADLF dataset; (b) an accuracy of 96.7% on the UP-Fall detection dataset.

These results show the superiority of the proposed system over the most recent state-of-the-art

work.
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1. Introduction

Human activity recognition (HAR) is a well-motivated problem in the field of computer vision.

It is primarily a classification problem aiming towards determining what activity a human is per-

forming in an image or a video. It encompasses training our machine to infer high-level actions by

learning intricate motion patterns from the low-level sensor readings [1]. Research findings suggest

that this competence of machines to infer activities can be exploited for practical applications in

the domain of healthcare [2], security and surveillance [3, 4], face-pose estimation [5], human-pose

recovery [6, 7], user-click feature predictions [8, 9], etc.

According to World Health Organisation (WHO), functional capacity can be evaluated by ac-

cessing an individual’s ability to perform various activities of daily living (ADLs), and thus, it can

be treated as an important metric to assess the health status of the elderly [10]. Many researchers

have utilized ADL analysis in health monitoring systems for assessing the functional capacity of

elderly and disabled people. For instance, [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19] have focused on

ADL recognition for designing fall monitoring systems that could detect falls and send feedback

to the doctor or the patient’s relatives. Similarly, [20, 21, 22, 23] have utilized ADL monitoring

for rehabilitation and assisted living applications. Moreover, ADL analysis has been adopted to

remotely study behavioral changes in patients with cognitive impairment, i.e., Alzheimer’s disease,

dementia, etc. [24, 25]. Consequently, such intelligent systems carry a huge potential to promote

self-sufficiency in elderly and differently-abled communities. Inspired by this, we aim to build a

robust ADL recognition system that comprises automatic recognition of physical activities routinely

performed by human beings to navigate their day-to-day life, such as walking, talking, sleeping,

sitting, etc. [26, 27].

Reliable data acquisition is crucial to building robust ADL recognition systems. In the liter-

ature, for data acquisition, vision-based sensors, i.e., RGB and RGB-D, have gained popularity

due to the reasons like less intrusiveness, feasibility, easy accessibility, and ability to extract rich

amount of contextual information [15, 28, 21]. For instance, [29, 30] have demonstrated the sig-

nificance of using depth sensors for ADL recognition. RGB-D sensors offer rich information about

human motion patterns via depth maps and 3D skeleton frames as compared to traditional RGB

cameras [1]. However, they possess limitations such as poor performance under sunlight and limited

sensing range (4.5m), which limits their effectiveness for realistic applications [31]. Recently, with

the advancement in deep learning-based algorithms, many works have successfully demonstrated
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significant performance for HAR, using traditional RGB cameras [32, 33]. Following the same trend,

we also utilize RGB cameras in this research.

Recent years have witnessed a growing use of deep learning-based algorithms for HAR. Convo-

lutional neural networks (CNNs) and recurrent neural networks (RNNs) are among the most widely

used deep learning algorithms [34]. CNNs are specialized to automatically learn spatial features

from images and thus, have been favored for image classification tasks [35], whereas RNNs, such

as long-short term memory (LSTMs) and gated-recurrent units (GRUs) possess the capability to

memorize long-term temporal sequences present in the data, and therefore have been favored for

text classification tasks [36].

In this paper, we propose an ADL recognition system that has been evaluated on novel activities

of daily living and fall (ADLF) dataset and on a publicly available large-scale UP-Fall Detection

Dataset [37]. The ADLF is a newly collected dataset that consists of seven ADLs, i.e., standing,

sitting, bending, lying, walking, running, and falling. It has been recorded using a single RGB

camera. UP-Fall Detection Dataset [37] is a large-scale multimodal dataset that consists of ADLs

recorded with the help of 17 healthy individuals (9 male, 8 females) via vision, wearable, and

ambient sensors. For the purpose of this research, we considered the vision dataset only. It consists

of 11 activities having 6 basic ADLs (walking, standing, sitting, picking up an object, jumping,

and laying) and 5 types of falls (falling forward using hands, falling forward using knees, falling

backward, falling sitting in an empty chair and falling sideward). The dataset was recorded using

two cameras to capture the frontal and lateral views of the subjects. The UP-Fall Detection

Dataset has covered five types of falls, which makes their dataset emulate real-world falls (close to

the real-world scenario). Moreover, their dataset witness less gender bias and offers challenges like

background appearance, self-occlusion, intraclass variability, pose-variation/view-point variations,

etc.

The proposed system exploits a spatiotemporal network consisting of CNNs and GRUs. The

system first utilizes a pose estimation network using part affinity fields to detect the skeleton

joint keypoints of the practitioners. These keypoints are then fed to the CNNs for spatial feature

extraction followed by GRUs for the temporal features extraction. The outputs of GRUs are then

passed to fully connected layers for classification. The overall pipeline is shown in Figure 1).

Major contributions of this paper are recapitulated as follows:

1. We propose a spatiotemporal network that utilizes human skeleton joint coordinates obtained
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Figure 1: The schematic diagram of the proposed ARFDNet System. Firstly, the videos obtained from RGB cameras
are passed to the pose estimation network to extract the skeleton joint keypoints. These key points are then inputted
to specially designed CNNs followed by GRUs to calculate the spatiotemporal features. These features are then
passed to fully connected layers for classification. Finally, the Softmax layer gives the probability scores of the
activities.

from raw RGB videos using a pose estimation network. These joint keypoints are then in-

putted to CNNs followed by GRUs for spatial and temporal feature extraction. Finally, the

features obtained from GRUs are passed to fully connected layers for the classification. The

combination of CNNs, GRUs, and fully connected layers performs well in discriminating dy-

namic activities.

2. A novel dataset has been generated using a single traditional web camera named ADLF. This

dataset has features and enough complexity generally required for training a system. We

trained our system on this dataset to recognize ADLs and test them in realtime. The ADLF

dataset is described in detail in Section 4.1.

3. Robustness of the proposed system is analyzed on the visual modality of the UP-Fall Detection

Dataset [37]. UP-Fall Detection is a large-scale video dataset for ADL recognition and fall

detection. It consists of 11 activities having 6 ADLs and 5 types of falls. It has been collected

using two cameras and comprises 277 GB of vision data with a total number of 589,418 images.

4. We evaluated our model’s efficacy by conducting a comparative study with other works us-

ing the same dataset. Remarkably, the experimental results show that the proposed system

outperforms the state-of-the-art recognition performance on UP-Fall Detection Dataset. The

performance of our proposed system is better even when compared with works utilizing mul-

tiple modalities of UP-Fall Detection Dataset.

5. Extensive computer simulations are conducted using both datasets i.e. ADLF and UP-Fall
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Detection Dataset [37]. The experimental results demonstrate that the system achieved high

accuracy on both datasets. Our model yielded a better result for all metrics of evaluation,

i.e., accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score on the UP-Fall Detection Dataset.

6. The proposed model is lightweight and it has also been tested on devices equipped with low

computation resources such as smartphones.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the related works of fall

detection and pose estimation based on HAR systems. Section 3 brings to view the methodology

of the proposed system and describes the underlying techniques used, such as pose estimation,

spatiotemporal network, and the overall model description. The outcome of model training and

the consequent results have been looked upon in Section 4 and it indicates the potential of our

technique for real-world applications. Section 5 encapsulates the discussions about various modeling

techniques that have been used in the literature. Finally, Section 6 discusses the concluding remarks

and presents the scope for future applications.

2. Related Works

2.1. Fall Detection

Falls may lead to moderate injuries such as fainting, to severe injuries such as death, especially

in the elderly who suffer frequent physical imbalances associated with aging [38]. In such cases,

deploying automated fall monitoring systems could provide immediate help or support by sending

alert notifications to the concerned authorities like hospital staff or family members. To capture

human motion patterns for deploying vision-based fall detection and fall monitoring systems, both

2D and 3D vision strategies have been used in the literature. To capture 3D information like

depth maps, works have made use of cameras such as Microsoft Kinect or Intel Real-sense [39,

40, 41, 42, 43]. Regardless of capturing rich 3D information, depth cameras offer narrow fields

of view and a limited depth-sensing range [38]. On the other hand, 2D RGB cameras are cost-

effective and are largely installed in many public places, like airports, shops, and elderly care centers.

Hence, 2D camera-based fall detection and monitoring systems are a relevant consideration over

3D systems [38]. Due to the aforementioned advantages of 2D vision systems over 3D, in our work,

we have utilized a 2D web camera for capturing the intricate motion patterns for designing our fall

detection and monitoring system.
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In the vision-based approaches, computer vision techniques are used for learning essential fea-

tures such as silhouettes or bounding boxes, from the captured frames [38]. To detect falls, these

learned features are inputted to a classifier such as the Gaussian mixture model (GMM), SVM, and

multilayer perceptron (MLP). Works such as [44, 45, 46] have computed silhouettes of the person

to detect falls. For example, Lee and Mihailidis [44] made use of connected components labeling

to compute the silhouette of a person. They detected falls by taking the geometric orientation of

the silhouette into consideration. In a similar approach, Rougier et al. [45] tracked the deformation

of the silhouette and used GMM to detect falls. Mubashir et al. [46] made use of the principal

component and the variance ratio of the silhouette to feed a multi-frame Gaussian classifier. They

improved their base results by tracking the person’s head. Furthermore, works such as [47, 38] have

first computed the bounding box to calculate the horizontal and vertical gradients of an object fall

angle and aspect ratio, and fed them into a GMM to determine if a fall has occurred. Many fall de-

tection approaches utilized supervised learning, which involves learning hand-crafted features from

labeled data and feeding them to a classifier such as SVM and HMM for the final decision [48, 49].

For example, both Charfi et al. [48] and Zerrouki et al. [49] used an SVM classifier for fall detec-

tion. Whereas, Charfi et al. [48] applied transformations (i.e., the first and second derivatives, the

Fourier transform, and wavelet transform) to 14 extracted features, Zerrouki et al. [49] calculated

features such as the occupancy areas around the body’s gravity center, extracted their angles, and

fed them to various classifiers, among which SVM obtained the best results. In 2017, Zerrouki et

al. [49] further improved their results by adding curvelet coefficients as extra features and using an

HMM to model different body poses. Harrou et al. [50], applied multivariate exponentially weighted

moving average (MEWMA) charts. However, their solution could not discriminate between falls

and confounding events, which is a major issue as it leads to a great number of false alarms.

Many fall detection solutions utilized automatic feature learning due to their advantage over

hand-crafted feature learning [51]. For example, Núñez-Marcos et al. [38] utilized automatic feature

learning by using optical flow images to model the video motion and fed it to a VGG16 CNN

network [52] to detect falls. Additionally, Wang et al. [53] first extracted features from color images

utilizing PCAnet [54], then fed these features to an SVM classifier to detect falls. Taking the

advantage of automatic feature learning into consideration, we have applied CNNs and GRUs for

learning spatiotemporal features followed by fully connected layers for the classification.
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2.2. Pose Estimation Based HAR

In this subsection, we discuss the pose estimation based HAR. In recent years, due to the sig-

nificant performance of pose estimators for HAR, many vision-based HAR solutions involved pose

estimation methods to extract 2D human keypoints using traditional RGB cameras [32, 55, 33, 56].

Aubry et al. [32] demonstrated that pose estimation methods offer sufficiently reliable 2D skeleton

data to train a machine learning model in comparison to Kinect v2 and Qualisys based motion

capture systems. They tested several image classification models such as SqueezeNet, AlexNet,

DenseNet, ResNet, Inception, VGG and retrained them to perform action recognition on the NTU

RGB+D dataset [57] and scored the highest accuracy with pose estimation and ResNet model

(83.317% cross-subject and 88.780% cross-view). Additionally, [56] proposed a methodology for au-

tomatic multimedia annotation of training data using OpenPose (pose estimation library) [58] for

key-point extraction and a CNN based model for classification. They tested their model for three

selected activities, namely, standing, walking, and walking upstairs. Taking a step further, [55]

proposed a deep learning approach using recurrent neural networks (RNN) to facilitate HAR. Their

model achieved an overall accuracy of 92.4% on a subset of Berkeley Multimodal Human Action

Database (MHAD), outperforming the conventional approaches (i.e. support vector machines, deci-

sion trees, and random forests). Angelini et al. [33] presented an algorithm called ActionXPose for

posture-level HAR in real-time, using OpenPose [58] and a combination of LSTM and 1D CNN for

the classification. They tested their model on two public datasets, namely, i3DPost (98.95%) and

KTH (99.04%), and introduced two custom datasets i.e. MPOSE and ISLD. The algorithm gen-

eralized well on posture-level datasets like i3DPost and KTH but faced limitations for challenging

datasets like ActivityNet, HMDB-51, UCF101, etc.

3. Proposed Methodology

This section presents the methodology of the proposed ARFDNet system. It consists of three

main steps. Firstly, a pose estimation method was applied for extracting the keypoints of the

human body. Secondly, a deep learning model has been designed using the combination of CNNs

and GRUs for recognizing the activities. Thirdly, the keypoints were stacked for 45 frames and

fed to the spatiotemporal model and trained for 200 epochs. A schematic diagram of the proposed

ARFDNet system is displayed in Figure 1.
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Figure 2: Twenty five keypoints of a Human Body [59].

No. Keypoint

0 Nose

1 Neck

2 Right Shoulder

3 Right Elbow

4 Right Wrist

5 Left Shoulder

6 Left Elbow

7 Left Wrist

8 Mid Hip

9 Right Hip

10 Right Knee

11 Right Ankle

12 Left Hip

13 Left Knee

14 Left Ankle

15 Right Eye

16 Left Eye

17 Right Ear

18 Left Ear

19 Left Big Toe

20 Left Small Toe

21 Left Heel

22 Right Big Toe

23 Right Small Toe

24 Right Heel

Table 1: List of the keypoints detected [59].

3.1. Keypoint Detection and Preprocessing

The raw RGB frames obtained from the vision sensors are inputted to a pose estimation network

to calculate the 2D joint locations of the skeleton coordinates. The skeleton keypoint detection

was performed using a pose estimation library [59]. It utilizes a feedforward network based on a

multistage CNN architecture that takes an RGB image input to jointly predict confidence maps

of body parts and part affinity fields (PAFs). PAFs learn the associations between body parts

of individuals in an image. Finally, a greedy parse is performed on the confidence maps and the

PAFs to output the 2D keypoints for all people in the image. After applying the pose estimation

for each frame of the video, we obtained 25 keypoints in the JSON format, each comprising X

and Y coordinates of human body joints. Table 1 and Figure 2 present the details of the detected

keypoints. The datasets obtained from vision sensors were normalized before passing them to the

network. If X represents the training dataset.

Xscaled =
X −Xmin

Xmax −Xmin
(1)

Sliding windows and overlapping are used for extracting the features. We used the window

and overlap sizes of 45 and 36 frames, respectively. After applying the windowing technique, we

obtained train, test, and validation ratios of 70 : 15 : 15. After polling for the window size, we

obtained the 20091 train, 4282 test, and 4630 validation cases. The dimension of each sample is
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Figure 3: The network architecture of the ARFDNet for action recognition. This is an extended version of the action
recognition block of Figure 1. From left to right, the blocks represents input samples to the network, convolutional
layers, global average pooling (GAP), GRUs, fully connected layer, Softmax, and results.

45×25×2, where 45 represents the window size, 25 represents keypoints extracted from each frame

and 2 represents the X and Y coordinates.

3.2. Pose Estimation

3.2.1. Feedforward Network

The pose estimation network takes an RGB image of dimension W ×H as an input and outputs

2D keypoints for each person in the image. The feedforward network predicts a set of 2D confidence

maps S and a set of 2D vector fields L of part affinity fields (PAFs). Finally, the confidence maps

and the PAFs are parsed by greedy inference to output the 2D keypoints for all people in the image.

3.2.2. Confidence Maps

The image is first passed through a CNN (first 10 layers of VGG-19) that generates feature

maps F . These feature maps are then passed to a ‘two-branch multi-stage CNN’ which outputs

confidence maps S and PAFs simultaneously from each branch. The confidence maps S can be

represented as :

S = (S1, S2, ..., SJ)

Sj ∈ RW×H

j ∈ (1, 2, ...J)

(2)
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where J denotes the total number of body parts, depending on the dataset that OpenPose is

trained with. Each confidence map is a 2D representation of the probability of whether a particular

body part occurs at each pixel location. According to [59], if a single person occurs in the image,

a single peak should exist in each confidence map if the corresponding part is visible; if multiple

people occur, there should be a peak corresponding to each visible part j for each person k.

3.2.3. Part Affinity Fields

PAFs, denoted by L, are feature representations that help in part association by preserving both

location and orientation information across the region of interest. L can be mathematically defined

as follows:

L = (L1, L2, ..., LC)

Sc ∈ RW×H×2

c ∈ (1, 2, ...C)

(3)

here C, the total number of limbs, depends on the dataset that OpenPose is trained with. The

paper refers to part pairs as limbs for clarity, despite the fact that some body part pairs are not

human limbs. Each element in the set L is a map of size w x h where each cell contains a 2d vector

representing the direction of pair elements. Each type of limb has a corresponding affinity field

joining its two associated body parts.

3.3. Proposed Model

The preprocessed two-dimensional skeleton joint coordinates are fed to the proposed deep spa-

tiotemporal network. The system comprises CNNs and GRUs to extract features from the skeleton

joint keypoints obtained from the video frames using a pose estimation network. CNN layers capture

the spatial features while the GRU layers capture the temporal features from the input sequences.

The output features of GRUs are then passed through a fully connected layer followed by a Softmax

layer for predicting the framewise probabilities of each class.

Keras API of Python along with TensorFlow (2.0) backend has been used to build the spa-

tiotemporal model. The training samples are fed to the model with a batch size of 16 and have

been trained for 200 epochs. Time-Distributed CNN Layers are used along with ReLU activation

for feature extraction from each sample. The number of filters is 16 and the kernel size has been

set to 3 for this layer. Following this, the output from the first layer is normalized to achieve faster
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convergence. This is followed by the max-pooling layer to reduce the computational cost. To pre-

vent the model from overfitting, 50% of the weights are randomly dropped in the dropout layer. In

the next time-distributed CNN layer, a greater number of filters (128) are used to perform feature

extraction followed by another dropout layer of 40%. The output of the CNN layer is flattened to

one dimension using a global average pooling layer.

The output of the global average pooling layer is then passed to the GRU layer of 20 units,

with a dropout of 40%, which identifies temporal changes in the features extracted by CNN layers.

GRU is especially used for taking care of the sequential information of the activities. We preferred

GRUs because it has fewer parameters and relatively faster to train and generalize in comparison

to LSTMs. The output from the GRU layer is then passed to the time-distributed fully connected

layer and finally, the Softmax activation function is used to predict the probabilities of each activity.

Figure 3 presents the network architecture diagram of the proposed system. Categorical cross-

entropy is used for calculating the loss function, and Adam optimizer with an initial learning rate

of 0.001 is used for optimization.

To summarize, our model follows the following structure: 2 blocks of 1D CNN, BatchNormal-

ization and MaxPooling; 1 block of 1D CNN, BatchNormalization and Global Average Pooling;

GRU block with hidden units = 100 and dropout ratio = 0.3; 2 fully connected layers followed by

softmax activation at the end. Exact parameter details can be found in Table 2. For 7 classes, the

total parameters are 95,457 out of which 388 are non-trainable and 95,069 are trainable.

Layer Filters/Hidden Units Kernel Size Activation #Param

Conv1D 16 3 ReLU 112
Conv1D 128 3 ReLU 6272
Conv1D 50 3 ReLU 19250
GRU 100 NA Linear 60400
Fully Connected 80 NA Linear 8080
Fully Connected #classes NA Softmax ∝ #classes

Table 2: Parameter details required to reproduce Action Recognition Network

3.4. Model Training

The model was trained using the samples obtained from keypoint detection followed by hybrid

spatiotemporal networks consisting of CNNs and GRUs. The system was trained for 200 epochs

after repeated hyper-parameter tuning. The experiments are conducted on a machine with an Intel

i7 6700HQ processor, 16 GB RAM, and NVidia GTX 960M GPU.
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(a) Accuracy Curve on ADLF (b) Loss Curve on ADLF

(c) Accuracy Curve on UP-Fall Detection Dataset (d) Accuracy Curve on UP-Fall Detection Dataset

Figure 4: Model accuracy and loss curves on the ADLF and UP-Fall Detection [37] datasets.

Figure 4 presents the model accuracy and loss curves on the ADLF and UP-Fall Detection [37]

datasets. As indicated in Figure 4(a) and 4(c), train and validation accuracies increase with time,

and eventually, the growth rate reaches a steady-state value. The training accuracy of the model

is above the validation accuracy. Figure 4(b) and 4(d) presents the loss curve, which shows that

the validation loss gradually decreases with the epoch numbers. The weights of the epochs with

maximum validation accuracy are saved for testing.

4. Experimental Results

The pipeline of the proposed ARFDNet consists of acquiring frames from single or multiple

cameras. These frames are passed through the pose estimation network to detect keypoints. The
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keypoints are then inputted to CNNs for spatial feature calculation followed by GRUs to detect

temporal features. These spatiotemporal features are then passed to fully connected layers for

classification. This section consists of three main subsections. The first subsection presents the

data collection procedure of the newly collected dataset along with the existing benchmark dataset

details. The second subsection presents the evaluation results of the proposed ARFDNet system on

our novel ADLF dataset. The third subsection presents the model evaluation results on the publicly

available UP-Fall Detection Dataset [37]. Finally, real-time prediction results are presented in the

fourth subsection.

4.1. Dataset Description

The proposed system has been tested on the newly generated ADLF dataset as well as on the

publicly available UP-Fall Detection Dataset [37].

4.1.1. ADLF Dataset

To accomplish the activity recognition using a single RGB camera, we built the ADLF dataset.

Data collection has been performed for 7 activities including bending, lying, running, sitting, stand-

ing, walking, and falling (6 ADLs and a fall). A total of 12 volunteers were involved in data gener-

ation, in which 7 of them performed each activity for about 8 minutes, and the remaining 5 people

performed for about 4 minutes. Dataset generation was performed using a Logitech HD 1080p

webcam, at a rate of 30 frames per second (fps). During data collection, each volunteer performed

four possible variations (right, left, front, and backside) of each activity. All the activities were

performed at a distance of 3-8 meters from the camera. The age of participants varies from 22

years to 30 years. The age, sex, height, and weight details are mentioned in Table 3. The total

duration of all collected videos was about 29077 seconds and hence corresponds to a total of 740,375

frames. The total length of 119 videos is around 08 hours, 04 minutes, and 37 seconds. Table 4

describes the training dataset with the number of persons who participated, the number of videos,

and the duration of each activity.

4.1.2. UP-Fall Detection Dataset

The UP-Fall Detection Dataset is a benchmark dataset proposed by Martinez et al. [37] in 2019.

It is a large-scale, publicly available dataset dedicated to ADLs (850 GB), recorded with the help of

17 healthy volunteers between 18 to 24 years, having a mean height of 1.66 m and a mean weight of
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User ID Age (year) Sex (M/F) Height (feet) Weight (kg)

UID-1 21 M 5.8 71
UID-2 22 M 6.1 89
UID-3 24 M 5.6 77
UID-4 23 F 5.4 48
UID-5 20 F 5.2 43
UID-6 27 M 5.7 76
UID-7 25 M 5.8 61
UID-8 21 F 5.85 59
UID-9 26 M 5.61 72
UID-10 31 M 5.55 70
UID-11 20 M 5.75 68
UID-12 21 F 5.65 49

Table 3: Demographic details of the participants involved in the ADLF data collection.

Sr. No. Activity Duration in Seconds

1 Bending 4115
2 Fall 4038
3 Lying 4199
4 Running 4100
5 Sitting 4214
6 Standing 4159
7 Walking 4252

Total Duration: 29077

Table 4: Time duration of each activity in the ADLF dataset.

66.8kg. The dataset consists of 11 ADLs comprising of 5 falls (falling forward using hands, falling

forward using knees, falling backward, falling sideward, falling, sitting in an empty chair) and 6

basic daily activities (walking, standing, sitting, picking up an object, jumping, laying down). It

is recorded using multiple modalities consisting of wearable, ambient, and vision sensors. All 11

activities were performed by each participant with 3 trials per activity. For our research, we utilize

the information from the vision modality only. For vision data recording, two Microsoft LifeCam

Cinema cameras were used. The cameras are located at 1.82 m above the ground, for the frontal

and lateral view of the subject. The sampling rate of both cameras is 18 Hz, with each frame size

of 640× 480. The total number of image frames from both cameras is 589,418. The resulting size

of the UP-Fall Detection vision dataset is 277 GB.

4.2. Model Evaluation on ADLF

This subsection presents the experimental results on the ADLF dataset. In the proposed ARFD-

Net system, firstly, the human joint keypoints are extracted from the raw RGB frames. These

keypoints are then fed to spatiotemporal networks consisting of CNNs and GRUs. Each sample of

the data consisting of 45 × 25 × 2, which are 45 frames, 25 keypoints, and X and Y coordinates,

are inputted to the deep hybrid model for the prediction. Prediction is made by using framewise
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(a) Normalized confusion matrix before polling on ADLF
dataset

(b) Normalized confusion matrix before polling on ADLF
dataset

Figure 5: Normalized confusion matrix before and after polling with predicted labels along X-axis and true labels
along Y-axis on the ADLF dataset. Prediction scale 0-1, 1 being 100 % accurate prediction for all samples

results of 45 frames and by assigning the maximal occurring class to the window.

The model obtained framewise accuracy of 80.05%. After polling with 45 frames, it achieved an

accuracy of 89.64%. As the motion activities such as falling involved more than one frame, polling

helped to achieve better results. Figure 5(a) and Figure 5(b) presents the normalized confusion

matrix and the heat-map with predicted labels, respectively. As can be seen, nearly all activities

were predicted with near accurate accuracy except falling. Falling consists of transitioning from

standing to lying postures. In a window of 45 frames, a few initial frames involve standing, while the

last few frames capture lying. This could be the possible reason behind the poor generalization of

our model for identifying the fall. Table 5 depicts the performance metrics i.e. accuracy, precision,

recall/sensitivity, specificity, and f1-score on the ADLF dataset.

4.3. Model Evaluation on UP-Fall Detection Dataset [37]

The proposed ARFDNet system has been trained for 200 epochs on the UP-Fall Detection

dataset. The accuracy and loss curve plots in the Figure 4(c) and 4(d) show that the model is

generalized well. The system achieved an overall test accuracy of 96.7% using the vision dataset of
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Sr. No. Activities Precision Recall F1-score Support

1 Bending 0.9961 0.9975 0.9968 66780
2 Falling 0.7837 0.7265 0.7540 1890
3 Lying Down 0.9972 0.9987 0.9980 104535
4 Running 0.9340 0.9870 0.9598 105885
5 Sitting 0.9998 0.9983 0.9991 106245
6 Standing 0.8213 0.5449 0.6551 102285
7 Walking 0.6853 0.8522 0.7597 116910

Table 5: Precision, recall, and f1-score on the ADLF dataset.

UP-Fall Detection Dataset for the 11 activities. The precision, recall, and F1-score on this dataset

are 96.9%, 96.7%, and 96.6%, respectively.

The confusion matrix for class-wise accuracy after polling is shown in Figure 6. The confusion

matrix shows that the model is giving relatively less score than other activities in classifying class

Figure 6: The confusion matrix for results after polling with predicted labels along X-axis and true labels along
Y-axis on UP-Fall Detection Dataset [37].
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Authors Method Sensors Precision Recall F1-Score Accuracy

Mart́ınez et al. [37] MLP
IMU, EEG,

and 2 Cameras
77.7% 69.9% 72.8% 95.0%

Mart́ınez et al. [37] CNN 1 Camera 71.8% 71.3% 71.2% 95.1%

Espinosa et al. [15] SVM 2 cameras 14.03% 14.10% 14.06% 32.40%

Espinosa et al. [15] Random Forest 2 cameras 14.45% 14.30% 14.37% 29.30%

Espinosa et al. [15] MLP 2 cameras 9.05% 11.03% 9.94% 30.08%

Espinosa et al. [15] KNN 2 cameras 16.32% 14.35% 15.27% 27.30%

Espinosa et al. [11] CNN 2 cameras 74.25% 71.67% 72.94% 82.26%

Kraft et al. [60]
CNN with Augmentation

and Quantization

Acclerometer

& Gyroscope
95.2% 94.0% 94.2% –

Chahyati et al. [61]
CNN and LSTM with Ma-

jority Voting

IMUs and 2

Cameras
95.64% 95.29% 95.44% –

Proposed System ARFDNet 2 Cameras 96.9% 96.7% 96.6% 96.7%

Table 6: Performance comparison of our proposed model with the state-of-the-art HAR Models on UP-Fall Detection
Dataset [37]. Red denotes the best and Blue denotes the second-best results.

2, i.e. Falling forward using hands. Here, Falling forward using hands is being misclassified with

Falling forward using knees. As the two activities are closely related and overlapping, the features

learned for both activities by our model are similar which explains the relatively higher error on

this activity.

4.4. Realtime Prediction

The model has been tested in real-time using a Logitech RGB web camera. Figure 8 presents the

real-time prediction results using the model trained on the ADLF dataset. An optimal threshold of

0.87 is set for prediction. If the probability of an activity is higher than the threshold, it predicts

the activity correctly. However, if the probability is below the threshold, the system predicts it as

’No Activity’. The threshold value is tuned for the optimal prediction, because a higher and lower

threshold results in increasing false negative and false positive, respectively. The prediction results

of activities are displayed over the bounding boxes of the respective persons. Figure 7 presents

prediction results on the UP-Fall Detection dataset.

5. Discussion

A few literatures have tested their modeling techniques on the UP-Fall Detection Dataset [37,

15, 11, 60, 61]. In their approach, [37] demonstrated the efficacy of deep learning approaches over
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Falling forward using hands
Falling forward using knees

Falling backwards

Falling sideward

Falling sitting in empty chair
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Sitting

Picking up an object

Jumping

Laying

Figure 7: Prediction results on the UP-Fall Detection dataset [37].

Figure 8: Real-time prediction results using the model trained on the ADLF dataset.
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heuristic approaches. Firstly, they compared the performance of four well-known heuristic models,

namely, random forest (RF), SVM, MLP, k-nearest neighbors (KNN), on the UP-Fall Detection

vision dataset as shown in Table 6. Espinosa et al. [15] have also tested the same machine learning

algorithms. However, these machine learning algorithms were unable to perform well on the UP-Fall

Detection dataset and achieved a maximum accuracy of 32% using SVMs. Therefore, they further

proposed a CNN architecture that operated on raw input frames from the videos. Their model

performance on the metric showed an accuracy of 95.1%, precision of 71.8%, sensitivity of 71.3%,

specificity of 99.5%, and F1-score of 71.2%. Similarly, [11] presented a classification system exploit-

ing CNN. Their CNN networks operated on grayscale images representing the extracted optical flow

features rather than raw frames, and achieved slightly better performance on the UP-Fall Detec-

tion Dataset, with an accuracy of 95.64%, precision of 96.91%, sensitivity of 97.95%, specificity of

83.08%, and F1-score of 97.43%. Chahyati et al. [61] applied majority voting on the spatiotemporal

features obtained from CNNs and LSTMs. They scored precision, recall, and f1-score of 95.64%,

95.29%, and 95.44%, respectively. Kraft et al. [60] utilized accelerometer and gyroscopes to recog-

nize the activities. Using CNNs with data augmentation and applying quantization techniques, they

scored precision, recall, and f1-score of 95.2%, 94.0%, and 94.2%, respectively. Espinosa et al. [15]

evaluated the performance of their CNN model with monocular view i.e., using either of the two

cameras and multiview i.e., using frames from both the cameras. They demonstrated that consider-

ing multiview frames ameliorates the recognition performance with respect to the monocular frame.

In contrast to the earlier works, we used RGB frames obtained from frontal and lateral cameras to

recognize the ADLs and detect falls. The proposed ARFDNet utilized a pose estimation method to

detect keypoints, which are passed to the spatiotemporal networks consisting of CNNs and GRUs.

Our proposed method achieved precision, recall, f1-score, and accuracy of 96.9%, 96.7%, 96.6%,

and 96.7%, respectively, which is higher compared to others on the UP-Fall Detection dataset as

shown in the Table 6.

6. Conclusion

The proposed ARFDNet system unitizes a pose estimation-based approach to detect the key-

points of the user. These keypoints are then preprocessed and inputted to CNN based networks in

a sliding window fashion for spatial feature extraction followed by GRU networks to calculate the

temporal features. The output of the GRU networks is inputted to fully connected layers for the
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classification. Our system achieved an accuracy of 89.64% on the novel ADLF dataset. Further-

more, the system was evaluated on a recently published UP-Fall Detection Dataset for 11 activities

and demonstrated an accuracy of 96.7%. ARFDNet outperforms the state-of-the-art on the UP-Fall

Detection Dataset with a margin of 1.6%. In the future, the model can be extended for multiple

cues dealing with vision and inertial sensors.
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